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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of heterogeneous and smart
devices that can make decisions without human intervention. It can connect millions of devices across the universe. Their ability to collect information, perform
analysis, and even come to meaningful conclusions without human capital intervention matters. Such circumstances require stringent security measures and, in
particular, the extent of authentication. Systems applied in the IoT paradigm point
out high-interest levels since enormous damage will occur if a malicious, wrongly
authenticated device ﬁnds its way into the IoT system. This research provides a
clear and updated view of the trends in the IoT authentication area. Among the
issues covered include a series of authentication protocols that have remained
research gaps in various studies. This study applies a comparative evaluation of
authentication protocols, including their strengths and weaknesses. Thus, it forms
the foundation in the IoT authentication ﬁeld of study. In that direction, a multi
authentication architecture that involves secured means is proposed for protocol
authentication. Informal analysis can affect the security of the protocols. Burrows-Abadi-Needham (BAN) logic provides proof of the attainment of mutual
authentication. NS3 simulator tool is used to compare the performance of the proposed protocol to verify the formal security offered by the BAN logic.
Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT); security; authentication; BAN logic; sensor
networks

1 Introduction
Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the fast-growing technologies with intelligent features that use
resources efﬁciently [1–4]. It combines physical objects with Internet connectivity for forming cyberphysical networks. Smart devices have a vital role in applications of IoT in the healthcare ﬁeld as medical
tools with IoT characteristics can perform several functionalities through their basic abilities, like sensing
to collect information associated with health, process, and communication [5]. IoT permits sensing or
controlling objects remotely through the present network infrastructure, generating opportunities to
integrate the physical world into computerized systems directly, enhancing efﬁciency, improving
accuracy, and achieving economic advantages with decreased human intervention [6–8].
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The unique features of IoT depend on whether sensors are used or not. Sensors convert IoT from a
standard network of passive devices into a more active network that can be integrated with the real world.
An ecosystem consisting of constantly connected devices over the networks is created by IoT [9,10]. The
system provides less control, regardless of any security measures; this leads to several attacker types
being exposed to users. Due to the rapid introduction of IoT in the market and millions of IoT devices,
security and other services are still challenges [11–14].
There are numerous threats to IoT security [15,16]. The main challenges include user privacy,
conﬁdentiality in business, and third-person trust. In addition to existing issues in other networks, IoT
faces both passive and active attacks, which can easily interrupt its operation and decrease IoT's
advantages and services. Attacks in passive mode can recover data from the network, and its behavior is
unaffected. Attacks in active mode directly block the provided services [17,18]. Further, these threats can
be broadly classiﬁed as either external threats originating from outside the network or internal threats
generated from inside the network. Internal threats have access to conﬁdential and valuable data
accessible to services, making them more dangerous than external threats.
Various attacks in IoT are categorized based on attack vulnerabilities utilized in compromising the
network [19–21]. Attacks can be classiﬁed based on the chances of being detected and how they
inﬂuence the network. Attacks in the network can be classiﬁed as physical attacks, network attacks,
software attacks, and encryption attacks.
A physical attack, which uses injected malicious nodes, was the most dangerous attack because it
modiﬁes the information and stops the services. In a network attack, a high-risk attack is the attack of a
sinkhole [22]. This type of attack attracts the entire trafﬁc to the base station and also initiates additional
threats like chosen forwarding, modiﬁcation, or packet dropping. A worm attack is a dangerous attack
from the types of software attack since they can be the more destructive and unsafe format of the
malware on the Internet [23]. A worm is a program that generates copies of itself to affect computers by
utilizing security holes present in the software and hardware of networks. Also, system ﬁles can be
erased, some data such as passwords can be robbed, passwords can be altered to become unknown to the
user and further cause computer interruptions. Encryption attacks are the most difﬁcult to handle. They
occur through the usage of side-channel to make their detection difﬁcult.
Other attacks include Man-in-the-middle attack, Denial of Service (DoS) attack, password guessing in
the ofﬂine attack, impersonation of user attack, and the smart card is stolen attack [24]. A man-in-the-Middle
attack interrupts communication among two nodes. They acquire sensitive information through
eavesdropping. When a similar attack occurs on an encrypted line, the attacker interrupts the
communication when keys are interchanged and acquires the key.
In a DoS attack, signiﬁcant trafﬁc ﬂoods the networks to stop its services from reaching the intended
users [25]. When this attack takes place on the software side, the attacker restricts a user from an
application layer by rejecting services. Since IoT networks have a similar architecture to a traditional
network in the way devices are connected, imperfections of the traditional architecture of the network
have been inherited in an IoT architecture.
Researchers proposed many solutions for handling the above attacks. Applying all available security
measures and methods consumes computational power on devices, which is intolerable for IoT
technology and their devices with limited resources. Security mechanisms are required for handling
extreme security issues. At the same time, they must be lightweight and robust to ﬁt IoT characteristics.
Some IoT attacks can be eliminated by placing a few security precautions when the application is
developed. Some attacks are challenging to detect or prevent. A secure and efﬁcient solution is required [26].
IoT is applied in the healthcare ﬁeld. A precise understanding of human anatomy permits healthcare
experts to handle emergencies. Patient monitoring remotely by healthcare experts or doctors using
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Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) provides a solution for the shortage issues [5]. To monitor remotely with
WSN, termed as Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) or Wireless Medical Sensor Network (WMSN),
uses several sensors that gather data from the human body that is later sent to a central device to process
and store. WSN applications in healthcare can be divided into monitoring patients and monitoring by care
centers for long-term databases [27].
Many limitations exist in WSN because sensor nodes are limited in power, storage, and process. That
needs appropriate management of resources, especially in insecure communication in the wireless mode
because of the lack of infrastructure [12,15]. Compromise of sensor nodes is carried out at ease due to: its
heterogeneous nature and frequent change in topology because of failure in nodes, merging, and mobility.
The desired security characteristics include authentication, privacy, integrity, anti-playback, and nonrepudiation. A large volume of data is transmitted over the network channels; this presents a high risk.
Consequently, many cryptographic approaches, steganography methods, and additional techniques are
widely used [17]. Security and authentication are the major issues facing IoT and wireless networks, and
these requirements are the focus of this paper. A multi authentication architecture is proposed in this paper.
The proposed multi authentication architecture involves a secured means for protocol authentication. It
can prevent IoT cyberattacks and data breaches by adding an extra layer of authentication.
The proposed Multi authentication architecture uses ﬁve steps: Initialization, user and sensor
registration, login, authentication, and password renewal. The initialization phase describes the system
setup. The registration phase involves sensor registration and user registration phases. The login phase
explains how the authenticated user can access the sensor using the terminal's user ID, password, and
biometric recognition. The authentication phase describes two authentication models; the ﬁrst model will
be selected if the Database has the sensor index number; if not, it will choose the second model. The
password renewal phase describes how the user can renew the password. It is the only way, even if
the user forgets the password and knows the rest of the authentication details, still, the user cannot access
the secured gateway.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the relevant literature and methods
related to the secure authentication protocols in IoT. Section 3 describes the proposed multi-authentication
method architecture. The performance of the proposed method is analyzed in Section 4 by several metrics
and compared with other existing methods using the NS3 simulation tool. Finally, Section 5 provides the
conclusions and possible avenues for future work.
2 Literature Review
Body Sensor Networks (BSN) framework is applied through the IoT-based healthcare system to operate
securely [28]. To ensure conﬁdentiality in transmitting data and authentication of entities provided to smart
objects, a backend BSN server, a local processing unit, and two communication processes are created by
robust crypto primitives. The IoT-based healthcare system and its communication through the BSN servers
help to achieve efﬁciency and robustness in transmission. A Raspberry PI platform was implemented on
this proposed healthcare system and highlighted the feasibility and practicability. When crypto-hash
modules replaced the traditional SHA-2 methods, acceptable computational cost and improved efﬁciency
were achieved. From the results, the proposed method guaranteed practicability and robustness.
Yeh [29] developed an IoT healthcare system to focus on unbiased decision-making. Patient health
parameters monitoring based on healthcare system using core IoT technologies such as BSN-based tiny
and lightweight wireless sensor nodes. This proposed method is used in the healthcare system for strokes
and coronary heart disease. This study is helpful to monitor the pulse rate, and its differentiation and
panic situation has been alerted. This method is sensitive and could reduce the loss of lives.
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In [30], the authors proposed a unique method for authenticating the exchange of information in WSN
distinct from earlier existing authentication research for resisting attacks by capturing nodes in the network.
The objective was to add an authentication scheme to exchange information in the earlier authentication
method but does not offer a new approach. This method was developed with associated ideas of Home
Gateway Node (HGWN) and other native sensor nodes. The home gateway network contacts every native
sensor node and performs the authentication process to exchange information to resist security threats. The
mechanism with dynamic contact was designed to prevent an attacker from predicting the period of
communication between the sensor and the HGWN. Validation was done in three ways with detailed
explanations of the offered scheme: security evaluation, BAN logic, and overall performance. These
evaluations proved that the proposed authentication scheme for exchanging information could attain features
of security and its goals. Though few beneﬁts were offered, practical implementation was not performed to
transfer data with novel security authentication to the sensor. Thus, this proposed scheme provided a new
way to design a better scheme to enhance the original key agreement and authentication protocol.
Another study offered a novel and enhanced scheme for user authentication and the key agreement
protocol for the heterogeneous WSN [31]. This scheme was designed for the IoT environment and was
reliant on a proposed unique method of Turkanovic. Whereas the novelty of both the offered approach
and Turkanovic were related to the primary authentication model of sensor node of four steps, all
registered users in IoT contact directly with sensor node from WSN that does not get involved with the
Gateway Node (GWN). By cryptanalysis of the existing method, certain shortcomings were identiﬁed
based on security, which was vulnerable to many cryptographic attacks. The existing protection scheme
of traceability and privacy of sensor nodes was not offered. Also, the method was exposed to attacks by
breaching smart cards, impersonation attacks of sensor nodes, and man-in-the-middle attacks.
Further, the method tackled and eliminated all shortcomings of security and the susceptibilities of the
existing method to preserve the novel framework and its functionalities. The method was analyzed using
BAN logic and utilized a simulation tool, Automated Validation of Internet Security-sensitive Protocols
and Applications (AVISPA), to automatically analyze the security of the cryptographic protocols; it
assured the speciﬁed security of the proposed protocol. The performance results show that the proposed
scheme consumed less storage and enabled unlimited and dynamic network growth without disturbing
registration or the authentication functionality for sensor and user nodes.
The authors in [32] reviewed the existing method of 2-factor authentication. They later offered a 3-factor
unspeciﬁed authentication method for wireless networks in an IoT environment. A fuzzy commitment
method was implemented to handle the information from the user's biometrics. Analyzing the
performance and thorough comparison of obtained results shows better computation efﬁciency with better
security and functional characteristics. Additional processes related to simulation were not performed, and
the offered scheme's efﬁciency still needs better evaluation. Various security approaches for applications
of IoT were also studied. Such applications include smart environments like smart grid, healthcare with
smart technology, and smart transportation system.
The authors in [33] developed an encoding technique based on XOR manipulation, rather than
complicated encoding like hash function usage, to anti-counterfeit and protect privacy. In an IoT
environment, the present security mechanisms of the Radio-frequency Identiﬁcation (RFID) system can
be improved using cryptography protocols. The drawbacks of RFID protocols can also be enhanced with
lightweight cryptography protocols. Hardware implementation for lightweight cryptography protocol was
also demonstrated. Additionally, the offered protocol may also be utilized for establishing a process of
mutual authentication in the unique system of RFID for IoT implementations.
The authors in [34] proposed a highly secured healthcare system based on IoT with BSN termed BSNcare that accomplished the requirements efﬁciently. BSN authoritative technologies were utilized in the
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modern healthcare system. It needs less power and lightweight wireless sensors nodes, which were used to
monitor the functions of the human body and the surrounding environment. BSN nodes were utilized for
collecting complex data and operating in an unfriendly environment and need ﬁrm security methods that
prevent interaction of malicious nodes with the system. Security and conﬁdentiality were described based
on the implementation of BSN in the healthcare ﬁeld. Many researches were based on trending BSN
attempted to solve the security problems but failed to offer more robust security services such as
preserving the privacy of the patient's data. To solve such issues, the proposed framework of BSN-care
resulted in better efﬁciency concerning the needs of the healthcare system.
The authors in [35] offered a novel authentication of crucial establishment based on a signature for the
IoT environment. The proposed security solution was tested using BAN logic, analysis of the informal
security, and formal veriﬁcation of the security using the AVISPA tool. The proposed method was also
applied with the NS2 simulation tool. The results of the simulation illustrate the real-time implementation
of the scheme. Higher security, efﬁcient computation, and reduced costs for communication proved that
the proposed method outperforms existing approaches. The model for authenticating the upcoming
applications with IoT was discussed, and later challenges and needs for better security were also illustrated.
The authors in [36] proposed a lightweight and mutually reliant authentication protocol with a unique
public key encoding method for the applications in a smart city. The protocol is a hybrid solution that
considers communication cost and efﬁciency without sacriﬁcing security. The proposed protocol was
comparatively better than other earlier protocols, such as Elliptic-Curve Cryptography (ECC) and RSAbased. The authors also analyzed the security of the offered encoding approach and the mutual
authentication protocol. The protocol was evaluated using Powerful Wireless Microcontroller System-OnChip for 2.4-GHz IEEE 802.15.4 (CC2538) and Contiki Operating System (OS) modules. The
experiments’ results showed that the offered protocol on the level of 112 bits security was around 88 and
seven times faster than ECC and RSA, respectively. The time for mutual authentication can also be
decreased if ofﬂine or online methods are enabled. Evaluation of the protocol in a real-time hardware
environment was not carried out, and instead, only software evaluation was done. The protocol can be
further optimized when the size of the message is at maximum without altering the size of ciphertext.
Security and authentication are the major security issues facing IoT and wireless networks. These
drawbacks and requirements are the primary focal points of the proposed method in this paper.
3 The Proposed Methodology
This section highlights the architecture of the proposed method. It also describes the multiauthentication process using ﬁve steps of Initialization, user and sensor registration, login, authentication,
and password renewal implemented on the two Gateway nodes, HGWN and Foreign Gateway Node
(FGWN).
3.1 Basic Concepts
In WSN, the gateway node GWN is authoritative and an essential part between the users and the sensors,
and it is essential for information exchange. The data from sensors initially reach the GWN through the
Internet and is sent to the user. Once they work, the sensors and GWN tend to be static. While
communication occurs, the distance between the user and a particular sensor may change. GWN
continuously shows the power and communication resource so that the user contact reduces the sensor
energy cost, as shown in Fig. 1 [31]. Preference is given for transmitting messages from the user to the
GWN to the sensor and vice versa. The multi-gateway authentication process implemented in this study
meets the farther sensors' access requirement and solves only one GWN problem, which leads to packet
collisions issues.
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Figure 1: Multi-gateway sensor nodes access [31]
In the Multi-Gateway Sensor Nodes Access technique, the user is registered with a nearby GWN,
and the data is obtained from the sensors. If the sensor is registered in the registered GWN's location, the
user can access the sensor through GWN, and it is named a Home GWN or shortly an HGWN.
Alternatively, if the sensor is near another GWN, it is called a Foreign GWN (FGWN), and the user can
get the data through the FGWN.
The WSN communication environment is vulnerable [37,38], and security and privacy must be ensured.
Mutual authentication and user tracking attacks are noted. Secret keys are generated using the BAN logic
approach to share the information with the gateway nodes. The user and the sensors must register
themselves. While entering into authentication, if it is not present in the HGWN database, it performs
model 1 format, and if it is present, it performs model 2 based FGWN. Finally, the security system is
veriﬁed using the multi-search tree algorithm.
3.2 Proposed Method Architecture
For a multi-gateway WSN architecture, a new authentication scheme named a three-factor
authentication technique is used. The system needs to initialize the user identity, password, and
biometrics [39]. The user and sensor nodes must be registered to share the information with the gateway
nodes GWN. In this study, two Gateway nodes have been implemented, as shown in Fig. 2.
To reach the gateway nodes, the sensors and users must register themselves using the BAN logic
approach in an HGWN and using the BAN logic hashing inference rule in FGWN. Then the system has
to log in to send the secret messages, and for that, the pseudo-identity number and other parameters are
generated and sent to the HGWN. After that, the authentication phase exhibited nonce value. The user
identity should be present in the Database for access, and if it is present in the HGWN database, it
performs the model 1 procedure. If it is not present, then it performs model 2 procedure. For the
veriﬁcation, the multi-search-based encryption and decryption method is used. Both multi-search treebased encryption and decryption were implemented to check the robustness of the model. Against
simulation attacks, this scheme ensures security. This proposed study is based on security properties and
performance as expected to be efﬁcient compared to other techniques. Tab. 1 shows the notation used in
the proposed protocol.
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Figure 2: The multi-authentication process in GWN
Table 1: Notations used in the proposed multi-stage secure IoT authentication protocol
Notation

Description

Sidx
useri ; IDui ; PWiu ; Bioui
HGid

Deploy the Sensor with an index
ith user and identity, password and biometric of the users
home gateway node with an identity that is used to send secret information
between users and sensors
Identity Foreign Gate Way Node, which is used to send secret information
between users and sensors
ith User secret key for HGWN

FGid
H
Kuser
i

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)
Notation

Description

H
KSensor
j
F
Kuser
i
F
KSensor
j
K HF
HS K
FSK
Sj
rdi
SpH1 and SpH2
Sp1 ; Sp2 ; Sp3
nonceui
BPWiu

jth Sensor secret key for HGWN
ith User secret key for FGWN
jth Sensor secret key for FGWN
HGWN & FGWN paired secret Key
Sensor Secret key
The secret key of FGWN
Sensor coordinates
pseudo-identity number
pseudo strings which the user generates
Computed string values
Secret message of ith user
Hashing interference rule between a password and secret message based on
BAN Logic
Hashing interference rule for given biometric based on BAN Logic
Computed parameters during the login process
New pseudo-random identity of the ith user
A message which comprises a set of parameters and transmits from the user

HBioui
c1, c2, c3, and c4
rdi new
mg1 ; mg2 ; mg3 ; mg4 ,
mg5 ,mg6 ,mg7
nonceuhg
c5, c6, c7
noncesi
mg2
Sessk
Sesshg
k
c8 ; c9 ; c10 ; c11 ; c12
Sessku
sessfg
k2
c13 ; c14 ; c15 ; c16 ; c17
c18 ; c19 ; c20 ; c21 ; c22
c23 ; c24 ; c25 ; c26

The nonce secret message which is generated by HGWN for the ith user
Computed parameters during the authentication process
The nonce secret message which is generated by the sensor for the ith user
The message comprises a set of parameters and is transmitted by HGWN
Session key
Session key or HGWN
Parameters during the authentication process are computed at the HGWN
Session key or User
Session key or FGWN
Computed parameters during the authentication process by FGWN
Parameters during the authentication process that are computed at the FGWN
Parameters during the authentication process for sensor
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There are several assumptions for the multifactor authentication process against the adversary. The
security property analysis rule has been demonstrated below:
1. Both Identity and Password identiﬁcation are in relatively small sets. Searching for both is hard and
takes time, and is considered a false premise. An assumption has been made that both can be guessed
in polynomial time simultaneously. The adversary cannot identify or guess the hash values or nonce
or secret key numbers because it has a greater secure length.
2. The three-factor authentications are considered robust because the last one is unidentiﬁed. Since an
adversary can ﬁnd out the user identity and password but still not the third authentication. Through
side-channel attacks, the user identity can be identiﬁed. The false-positive issue even exists in
biometric recognition.
3. Through the private and public channels, the messages have been transmitted. The adversary can damage
the public channel until the three-factor authentication is cracked. However, the adversary could not
damage the private channel. On the GWN side, the suspected system administrator's presence can
crack the registered information sent to the GWN, but it is not happening in a private channel.
The methods followed in the multifactor authentication include the ﬁve phases developed in this study:
system initialization, Registration, Login, Authentication, and Password renewal.
3.2.1 System Initialization Phase
For WSN, efﬁcient system initialization has to be designed [40]. Every GWN has its own identity,
shown in the below initialization. For the HGWN, an identity HGid is established, and for the FGWN, an
identity FGid is established. The sensor has its position recorded with a sensor index Sidx. Here three-way
multi authentication processes are implemented. As explained below, identity, password, and biometrics
have been established for every user. Between the users and sensors, secret information is sent through
H
H
F
F
, KSensor
, Kuser
, KSensor
are the user's secret keys and sensors for the HGWN and the
every identity. Kuser
i
j
i
j
HF
FGWN, respectively. K is the paired secret key for both HGWN and FGWN. Hence the shared key is
allocated for each GWN. The algorithm of the initialization phase is shown in Algorithm 1. Sensors are
randomly deployed with generated coordinates Sj .
1. If Sidx is required to communicate
with
 HGWN,


 it should generate a secret key using the BAN Logic

 H
approach HSK ! hash Sidxj KSensorj kHGid k
2. If
FSK

needs
 to communicate



 F

FG
! hash Sidxj KSensor
k
k

id
j
Sidx

with

FGWN,

it

should

generate

a

secret

key

3. Finally, Sidx information is saved in both the gateway node and Sj next, the secret key is stored by Sj.
Algorithm 1: System initialization phase
Sidx ! Deploy the Sensor with index.
useri ; IDui ; PWiu ; Bioui −ith user and identity, password, and biometric of the users.
HGid ! home gate way node with identity
FGid ! indentity Foreign Gate Way Node
send secret information between users and sensors
H
Kuser
! ith User secret key for HGWN
i

(Continued)
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Algorithm 1: (continued)
H
KSensor
! jth Sensor secret key for HGWN
j
F
! ith User secret key for FGWN
Kuser
i
F
! jth Sensor secret key for FGWN
KSensor
j

K HF ! HGWN & FGWN paired secret Key
3.2.2 Registration Phase
In this phase, after the sensor nodes are deployed in the target ﬁeld, the information in the sensor nodes is
sent to the legally registered user. Each sensor node has access using a secret key shared between the gateway
nodes with authentication and key agreement. The registration phase involves sensor registration and user
registration.
Sensor Registration
The sensor nodes are randomly deployed with general coordinates Sj. The sensor index Sidx generated a
secret key HSK using the BAN Logic approach for communication with HGWN and also to communicate
with the FGWN, a secret key FSK is generated. The secret key information is stored in both gateway
nodes HGWN ad FGWN and Sj. Only Sj stores the secret key. Sensor registration steps are shown in
Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Sensor registration
Deploy sensor randomly with generated coordinates Sj
If Sidx required to communicate
with
it should generate a secret key using the BAN Logic
 that HGWN,




 H
approach HSK ! hash Sidxj KSensorj kHGid k
If
FSK

needs
 to communicate



 F
FG
! hash Sidxj KSensor
k
k

id
j
Sidx

with

FGWN,

it

should

generate

a

secret

key

Finally, Sidx information is saved in both the gateway node and Sj next, the secret key is stored by Sj.
User Registration
The user registration undergoes three main steps to send the secret messages.
First: the ith user Useri selected the user-id IDui and the password PWiu and biometric recognition Bioui is
marked as an input into the terminal. In the terminal, the pseudo-identity and nonce can generate the random
string. The hash reference rule-based BAN logic approach generates password and secret key messages.
Meanwhile, the secret message is converted to a secret number for security purposes. The user identity
IDui and pseudo-identity number rdi are encrypted with the help of a multi-search tree and sent to the
HGWN gateway identity HGid securely.
Second: the user identiﬁcation number and pseudo-identity number retrieved data through decryption
with the help of a multi-search tree and stored in the Database. The two pseudo strings SpH1 andSpH2 are
generated. These strings are transmitted to the user Useri through the BST encryption method.
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Third: then the value Sp1 ; Sp2 ; Sp3 have been calculated through these pseudo strings. In the smart
card, the three values of Sp1 ; Sp2 ; Sp3 and the pseudo-identity rdi is stored. User registration is shown in
Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: User registration
1. ith User chooses the user-id IDui , password PWiu and give biometric Bioui input
2. Produce a random string that is generated by pseudo-identity rdi and secret message nonceui by the
terminal.
3. Compute BAN
based on the hashing inference rule between a password and secret message
 logic
u
u
BPWi ! hash PWi jjnonceui & logic applied to convert the secret number from a secret message


HBioui ! hash Bioui
4. Then user-id IDui and rdi are encrypted and formed codebook, which is computed by the multi-search
tree and sent to HGid in a secure manner.
5. At the HGid the received data decrypted by a multi-search tree and IDui and rdi information is saved in
the Database.
6. Also, compute
pseudo strings
using the BAN logic hashing inference rule at the HGid ; i.e.,
 two



H 
HGid
SpH1 ! hash rdi Kuser
i
 


H 
HG
7. SpH2 ! hash IDui Kuser
id
i
8. Now the SpH1 & SpH2 are transmitted to the useri via a secured way by BST encryption
9. Then useri compute the Sp1 ! SpH1  BPWiu ; Sp2 ! SpH2  HBioui ;

 

Sp3 ! hash IDui PWiu HBioui  Bioui
10. Store the ðSp1 ; Sp2 ; Sp3 ; rdi Þ in the useri smart card
3.2.3 Login Phase
The login phase describes the authenticated user Useri access the sensor index number Sidx using the user
id useri , password, PWiu and biometric recognition Bioui in the terminal. After selecting these three inputs, a
new pseudo-identity number rdi new and an arbitrary value nonceui are generated by the smart card and select
the Sidxj : Then the HBioui value is calculated, and pseudo code strings here SpH1 andSpH2 are measured from
the results obtained. With the help of these values and secret messages, the parameters c1, c2, c3, and c4 are
ﬁgured out. Finally, the user Useri can send the secret message with a new pseudo-identity number, secret
index number, and parameters to the HGWN. The login phase algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: Login phase
When useri needs to access some sensor Sidx
Select useri , PWiu and Bioui
The smart card creates pseudo-identity rdi new, nonceui and select Sidxj


Calculates HBioui ! hash PWiu jjBioui
From
the
obtained
HBioui ,  it
calculates
the
following
information,


H1
u
H2
H1
u
Sp ! hash Sp1 jjHBioi ; Sp ! hash Sp jjHBioi
5. Next, use the generated pseudo information and secret message to compute the following parameters,
c1 ! SpH1  nonceui

1.
2.
3.
4.

(Continued)
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Algorithm 4: (continued)


6. c2 ! hash nonceui jjSidxj jjIDui


7. c3 ! SpH2  hash nonceui jjIDui  rdi new




8. c4 ! hash IDui krdi krdi new Sidxj nonceui


9. Now useri send the mg1 ! rdi ; Sidxj ; c1 ; c2 ; c3 ; c4 to HGWN
3.2.4 Authentication Phase
In the authentication phase, the HGnode measures the nonce value nonceui and user identity IDui. Then
check the user identity in the Database. If it is not present, the sensor allocation process is immediately
aborted, and a non-registered user caption is declared. If the sensor index number found in the HGWN
Database proceeds to model 1 that deﬁnes the process of secret message, and if it is not present, it
proceeds to model 2, where it is in search of a foreign gateway node FGWN. Algorithm 5 shows the
procedure of the authentication process.
Algorithm 5: Authentication phase

 




H 
HG
and IDui ! c2 jjhash nonceui jjSidxj
Initially HGnode estimate the nonceui ! c1 jjhash rdi Kuser
id
i

compute user-id IDui is in Database
If the IDui is not in the Database, then the sensor allocation process will be aborted and declared as not
registered user.
 


H 
HG
H-GWN compute SpH2 ! hash IDui Kuser
id
i


new
u
u
rdi ! c3 jjhash noncei jjIDi




Check c4 is equal to hash IDui krdi krdi new Sidxj nonceui
If it is satisﬁed according to the deployment place of Sidxj . There are 2 cases here.
If Sidx founded in H-GWN in Database
Perform model 1
Else
Perform model 2
End
 Model 1:
If the HGWN database has the sensor index number Sidx value, then it performs model 1, and it
comprises four steps.
Step 1: In this step, the HGWN chooses the nonce secret message nonceuhg and calculates the HGWN
secret key HSK and also c5, c6, c7 parameters, and ﬁnally, the message scheme mg2 contains the parameters
sent to the Sj by HGWN.
Step 2: calculate the nonce value and nonce secret message computed by sensor Sj. Furthermore, check
whether the c7 value equals the hash value. If it equals, then select the noncesi by Sj. and also calculate the
session key Sessk, and parameters c8 and c9. Finally, send the mg3 containing c8 and c9 to HGWN by sensor
node Sj.
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Step 3: In this step the noncesi , Sesshg
k the nonce value and session key of HGWN. Then verify the c9 value
1
equals the hash value, and if it equals, then it calculates the pseudo number SpH
new and the parameters c10, c11,
and c12 values are measured. Then the message mg4 contains c8, c10, c11, and c12 are sent to Useri.
Step 4: The smart card calculates the pseudo number and nonce values from the parameters and hash
values after the mg4 is received. Then session value is computed, and if c12 equals the hash value of
respected identity values and pseudo number values, then the new values of pseudo number and pseudoidentity are measured by the card. Finally, replace the rdi ; Sp1 to the rdi new ; Spnew
1 .
 Model 2:
If the HGWN database does not have the sensor index number Sidx value, then it performs model 2, and it
is comprised of the following steps:
Step 1- The HGWN transmits the mg5 message containing the pseudo-identity number, sensor identity
number Sidxj and home gateway identity to other gateways GWNs. FGWN checks for the existence of the
sensor identity number, and if it is present, then FGWN measures the FSK , c13 and c14. The parameter and
FGWN identity c14 ; FGid contained in mg6 are sent to HGWN.
Step 2- The HGWN computed the new pseudo-identity number, c15, c16, and c17 values. Then the
message mg7 is sent to Useri contains c15, c16, c17, and FGid .
1
Step 3- After receiving the mg7 value, the smart card measures the SpH
new and veriﬁes c17 equals to hash
values of the set; then, it creates another secret message for the user and nonceui2 . Then calculates c18 and
c19 and at last mg 8 contains rdi ; c18 ; c19 sent to FGWN.

Step 4- Now FGWN calculates the nonceui2 value. Checking the c19 value equals hash values, it created the
nonceufg , c20, c21, and c22. Then the mg9 contains c20, c21, and c22 sent to the sensor identity number from FGWN.
Step 5- the sensor node Sj estimated the nonce value nonceufg , nonceui2 and veriﬁes c22 equals hash
values, then send Sj created a random number nonce2ufg :
Step 6- nonce2ufg value has been generated. Then FGWN session key sessfg
k is computed with hash
values. C24 veriﬁed if it equals hash values and c25 and c26 formed. Nonce
and sessfg
 values exhibited

k2
new
new
are created. After veriﬁcation with c26 and ﬁnally updates ðSidxj ; Sp1 Þ with Sidxj ; Sp1 :
3.2.5 Password Renewal
If the user forgets the password and knows the rest of the authentication details, still the user cannot
access the secured gateway. The only option to change or renew the password is to follow the steps of
password renewal by the user. The multi-search tree used the binary search concept for cipher values. It
encrypts the message and decrypts the message at the receiver side to check the system's security.
Algorithm 6 illustrates the password renewal steps.
Algorithm 6: Password renewal
1. Secret Key Generation
keySec ! ½Ks0 ; Ks1 ; . . . Ks15 
keySec is an 8-bit character to create a weight matrix W0
!
P15
Ks0  Ks1  . . . Ks15
i¼8 Ksi
=2
W0 ¼
þ
28
264
(Continued)
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Algorithm 6: (continued)
2. Determine the depth of Candidate value in the weight matrix,
Ncandidate ! round ðW0 inpÞ
inp–input value
3. Creating Multi-Search Tree candidate
canbst ! round ðWi  255Þ       i ¼ 1 . . . n
4. BSTrule ! round ðcanbst  7Þ þ 1
5. p ¼ N þ 1; . . . ; 2N
6. Convert value in cipher with the help of BSTrule
7. For decryption, it will perform a reverse manner
4 Research Results and Discussion
The proposed method used multi-stages to authenticate users. Home and foreign gateways are used like
HGWN and FGWN. The user registration and sensor registration are performed through the BAN logic
approach. It has been evaluated through several experiments. The performance of the proposed IoT
authentication method is evaluated in terms of metrics such as authorized and unauthorized sensors,
energy utilization, network lifetime, misdetection probability, false-positive rate, and packet loss. These
performance metrics results have been compared with other existing methods like Trust-Based
Monitoring (TBM), Multi-Source Feedback Trust (MFTM), Software-deﬁned networking-based (SDNMG), and SMER. Trust-Based (TBM) follows the spoof detection, and trust construction and
authenticates the message [39]. Multi-Source Feedback Trust (MFTM) depends on the lightweight trust
mechanism reliable methodology. Software-deﬁned networking-based (SDN-MG) security mechanism
ensures data transfer security and continuous data ﬂow. SMER is a secure method to exchange resources
based on administering security in IoT environments resource exchange. The above traditional methods
are used for analysis purposes since they are based on trust-based analysis and authentication.
4.1 NS3 Tool
NS-3 simulator tool was used to evaluate the proposed protocol. NS-3 provides an open, extensible
network simulation platform. NS-3 simulates data packet networks, provides high performance, simulates
the user’s engine, and provides a highly controlled system behavior and a reproducible learning network
environment. It focuses on the protocols of the Internet and the working of the network. Moreover, the
NS-3 tool can also be used for non-Internet-based systems.
4.2 Performance Analysis
The performance of this proposed method is analyzed by several metrics and compared with other
existing methods using the NS3 tool as follows.
4.2.1 Sensors in the GWN
Sensors near the gateway node share the secret message after proper authentication in HGWN. If the
sensor presents and shares the message to another gateway node but is still near, the sensor is FGWN. In
Fig. 3, 100 sensors represented as green dots are around the HGWN, and sensors around FGWN are
represented as blue dots.
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Figure 3: Authenticated sensors around the HGWN and FGWN
Fig. 4 shows the unauthenticated sensors as black dots. The sensor is considered unauthenticated if any
authentications fail in the three-way authentication.

Figure 4: Unauthenticated sensors around HGWN and FGWN
4.2.2 Energy Utilization Comparison
The energy utilization of the proposed method is evaluated and compared with other existing methods,
TBM [39], MFTM, SDN-MG, and SMER. If the message byte increases, the required energy to share the
message increases. In Fig. 5, the proposed method increases energy utilization as the message bytes
increase. Compared with other methods like SDN-MG, it shows a higher energy utilization than MFTM
and SMER. In the case of TBM, energy utilization is sometimes better compared to others. The energy
consumption has to be minimized concerning the message bytes.
4.2.3 Network Lifetime Comparison
The network lifetime depends on the energy consumption for sharing the message. If the network
lifetime is high, then the processing and computational time are optimized, leading to efﬁciency in the
whole process. Hence, more energy remaining leads to extra process time and a prolonged network
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lifetime. The comparison of a network lifetime with other existing methods is shown in Fig. 6. The proposed
method shows a higher network lifetime under the same number of iterations. In case of energy loss, the data
transmission decreases, and the remaining sensors used for the process are considered network failure. In the
4 cases of iterations, the network lifetime shows better results with the proposed protocol.

Figure 5: Comparison of energy utilization

Figure 6: Comparison of network lifetime
4.2.4 Probability of Misdetection
The veriﬁcation and trust monitoring levels are followed in the misdetection rate measurement. The
misdetection may be present during the communication process. It is expected to be detected at an early
stage, and even though it passed through initial analysis, it is detected at another stage by the evaluation
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factors. The misdetection probability rate is low when false alarm probability is low. The malicious sensor
based on the BAN logic approach detection is called misdetection. In Fig. 7, the proposed method shows a
decreased misdetection rate and a decreased false alarm rate. Compared to other existing approaches, the
SDN-MG shows the highest malicious detection, followed by MFTM, SMER, and TBM, respectively [39].

Figure 7: Probability of misdetection comparison
4.2.5 False Positive Rate
With the increase in distance, the false-positive rate varies. The device becomes illegal when the
proximity between the devices increases. The false-positive rate is decreased by detecting the malicious
threats accurately in the network. Fig. 8 compares the false-positive rate values with other approaches
under different distances. Previous methods show a higher false-positive rate compared to the proposed
method.

Figure 8: False positive rate comparisons
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4.2.6 Packet Loss
The authenticated packets should be delivered correctly to lead to a decrease in packet loss. If the sent
packets are not delivered to the desired destination, packet loss is termed. It is considered a reduction in the
accuracy of delivering the packets. Fig. 9 compares the packet loss of the proposed method with previous
methods. SDN-MG has the highest packet loss rate, followed by MFTM, SMER, and TBM [39]. The
packet loss rate slightly increased with the increase in the number of devices.

Figure 9: Packet loss comparisons
4.2.7 Communication Cost
Fig. 10 compares the communication cost of the authentication process to other protocols with the
increase in the message size. For acceptable packets, the authentication signature is placed in message
authentication. The comparisons were also made to ensure that communication security improves
reliability. The transmission process determines the communication message rate after the authentication
process. It can be noticed that under the same message size, the proposed method's communication cost
is less than the cost of the TBM method, which has a medium communication cost rate. The LSS method
shows the highest communication cost value [39]. The communication rate increases for all three
methods by increasing the message size rate.
4.2.8 Measurement of Time consumption, throughput, and End-to-End delay
Different schemes are compared in terms of time consumption, throughput, and End-to-End Delay.
Based on the network transmission message rate, the time taken to share and receive the message has
been measured in ms, as shown in Fig. 11. The throughput value is measured in bps and is shown in
Fig. 12, and the End-to-End delay is measured in seconds and shown in Fig. 13.
From Fig. 11, the proposed method's time consumption decreases compared to other studies, indicating
performance improvement. From Fig. 12, it can be noticed that the proposed method throughput value is less
compared to other existing studies. From Fig. 13, it can be seen that the end-to-end delay value decreased
compared to other methods, which improves the accuracy and reliability of the proposed method.
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Figure 10: Communication cost comparison

Figure 11: Time consumption calculation comparison
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Figure 12: Throughput comparison

Figure 13: End-to-end delay comparison
5 Conclusions and Future Work
This study proposes a multi-authentication scheme using ﬁve steps: Initialization, user and sensor
registration, login, authentication, and password renewal. The proposed scheme has been implemented on
the Home Gateway Node (HGWN) and Foreign Gateway Node (FGWN). The 3-way authentication of
user identity number, Password, and biometric recognition is followed. BAN logic approach of the hash
inference rule is used to register the user and the sensor in a secure and trustworthy way. The proposed
method ensures that secret message sharing and registration information sharing are done in an
authenticated manner. If any one of the authentications fails, it is considered an unauthorized user. The
proposed method has been evaluated in terms of performance metrics like False-Positive Rate (FPR),
Network lifetime, packet loss, communication cost, and energy consumption and compared with other
existing methods. The time consumption and End-to-End delay have been reduced, and the throughput
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value increased slightly. The loss of message packets, False positive rate value, and misdetection rate have
been reduced. The energy consumption increased with the increase in the size of the messages. The network
lifetime also increased in this proposed method. The communication cost is slightly high concerning the
processing and message sharing rates. The main drawback is that BAN logic-based protocols sometimes
have to be insecure and cannot be distinguished, and these variations tend to be critical. This protocol
provides high security and robustness. Because of the inconsistency and insecurity in BAN logic, the logregularly varying distribution protocol can be implemented and considered a possible avenue for future work.
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